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ABSTRACT 
The spoken language productions of three language impaired learning disabled and non-
learning disabled young adolescents were explored using a narrative discourse analysis 
procedure. The purpose was to compare the narrative production abilities of language 
impaired learning disabled and non-learning disabled young adolescents on a number of 
measures: story length, amount of information, coherence, evaluation and cohesion. In 
addition, it compared the performance of language impaired learning disabled and non-
learning disabled young adolescents on three types of narrative tasks (story generation from 
a picture, personal narrative, and story retelling). Furthermore, this study investigated the 
stability of the narrative scores over three measurement times. The narrative discourse 
productions were analysed using more stringent reliability measures. Measures of 
reliability were obtained by calculating inter-rater and intra-rater reliability measures and 
testing for stability of scores across the three testing sessions. The results indicated that 46 
of the 48 dependent measures in this study remained stable across the three testing times. 
One of the most important clinical findings in this study was that the language impaired 
learning disabled young adolescents are able to retell and generate narratives. Significant 
differences were however, found between the two groups. The language impaired learning 
disabled young adolescents produced shorter and less coherent and cohesive stories than the 
non-learning disabled young adolescents. Although they used fewer cohesive devices, they 
did not use significantly more incomplete and erroneous cohesive ties than the non-learning 
disabled young adolescents. The analysis of task effects indicated that story retelling is 
more clinically useful with language-impaired learning-disabled young adolescents for an 
assessment of narrative discourse ability than story generation. The implications for use of 
narrative discourse and types of story collection tasks for the assessment of language 
impaired learning disabled young adolescents are discussed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
If narrative is an organiser of human experience, what better and more relevant mode of 
expression can we use to probe the abilities and disorders that shape human 
communication. (Bruner, 1990) 
Although the awareness of the needs of individuals with learning disabilities, in particular 
language based learning difficulties, has greatly increased in recent years (Cooper, 1991), 
the nature of communicative competence in older language-disordered children has been 
often difficult to define (Purcell and Liles, 1992). We still know relatively little about the 
continuum of language failure (Wallach and Liegergott, 1984). 
In the past, researchers who have initiated follow-up studies of children with language 
disorders early in life, suggest that even after intervention, language disorders persist 
through the school years and even through adulthood (Hall and Tomblin, 1978, Weiss, 
Hansen and Heubelein, 1979; Snyder, 1980 in Wallach and Liebergott, 1984; and Purcell 
and Liles, 1992). According to Wiig and Semel (1984) subtle language deficits found in the 
learning disabled child may persist into adolescence and even adulthood if the child does 
not receive the appropriate intervention. 
Wallach and Liebergott (1984) reported that there are a number of ways that symptoms of 
early language disability change over time: (1) Overt symptoms frequently seen in younger 
children with language disorders (e.g., reduced mean length of utterance, limited 
vocabulary, etc.) may become more subtle (e.g., they show up as inferential processing 
problems, word-retrieval problems, pragmatic difficulties, etc.); (2) Language problems 
may show up in reading and spelling, i.e., spoken language problems 'tum into' written 
language problems; and (3) Verbal language problems (listening-speaking) may persist and, 
in addition, are evidenced in reading and writing. Thus, children who have early language 
problems do not simply outgrow those problems (Hall and Tomblin, 1978; Snyder, 1980 in 
Purcell and Liles, 1992). Wiig and Semel (1984: 20) succinctly stated: 'Language deficits 
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which begin early in llfe ... may persist into young adulthood and emerge again and again in 
later life. They tend to come out when a new circumstances - perhaps a new line of study, 
a new job, or a promotion - place different and unexpected demands upon language 
processing and use in speaking or writing.' 
The challenge for speech-language pathologists is to develop an understanding of the newer 
manifestations of the disorder, especially in relation to the competencies children must 
develop to function successfully in a school setting. Language-disabled children are at the 
highest risk for academic failures (Snyder, 1980 in Wallach and Liebergott, 1984), and the 
notion of such children 'catching up' is seriously questioned (Wallach and Liebergott, 
1984). 
Over the past few years, the investigation into the use of language has shifted from 
analysing single utterances to analyzing larger units of discourse (Donahue, 1991). 
Discourse analysis takes into account the social and cognitive influences that bear upon 
language when used in communication (Smith and Leinonen, 1992). Assessment of 
discourse in older children and young adolescents allows a clinician to examine their ability 
to manage larger units of discourse as well as to examine their ability to process coherent 
oral and written texts (Nelson, 1993). 
One method that has emerged as a promising method for assessing the multilevel processes 
used during discourse, is the analysis of narrative texts (Liles, 1987). Clinical use of 
narrative analysis as a means of describing language in mild-to-moderately language-
impaired children is becoming increasingly prevalent with speech therapists (Chappell, 
1980; Crais and Chapman, 1987; Culutta, Page, and Ellis, 1983; Johnston, 1982; Liles, 
1985a, 1987; Scott, 1988 in Merritt and Liles, 1989). The motivation for this trend is 
governed by the need to document the communication difficulties observed in language-
impaired children as they mature (Merritt and Liles, 1989). 
Most researchers recognise narrative production and comprehension to be a complex use of 
language that requires the integration of linguistic, cognitive, and social abilities. Good 
narrative production and comprehension are dependent on the speaker's ability to use all 
these systems as the context demands (Liles, 1993). Narratives are extended texts that 
occur frequently in the classroom, and in a variety of meaningful social contexts (Coggins, 
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Friet and Morgan. 1998). Feegans and Applebaum (1986) and Bishop and Edmundson 
(1987) state that narratives provide a means of verbally summarising past experiences, 
allow individuals to make sense of events in their lives, and have been found to be strong 
predictors of future academic success. Stephens (1988) states that deficits in discourse may 
impact significantly on a child's academic achievement and communicative competence. 
As school-age children reach adolescence, the ability to comprehend and produce narratives 
becomes crucial for school success, as well as for peer acceptance (Paul, 1995). With 
reference to the former, researchers have argued that narrative skills are inextricably bound 
with the development of reading and writing. With reference to peer acceptance, narratives 
serve an important source of knowledge about social cues, the mental states of other people 
and the value of conforming to moral standards. Narratives offer clinicians a meaningful 
alternative by which to examine the social-communicative processes of young adolescent 
children with leaning disabilities, as narratives obligate speakers to make inferences, link 
ideas and take the perspective of others (Coggins et al., 1998). Researchers have agreed 
that the major contributing characteristic of the narrative for investigative purposes, are its 
pragmatic or functional characteristics. From this perspective, the appeal of the narrative is 
its Validity as a measure of communication (Liles, 1993). 
Narrative tasks seem to be particularly sensitive instruments for tapping higher level 
language and cognitive skills (paul and Smith, 1993, Ulatowska et al., 1998). Liles (1993) 
provided an operational description of the narrative task and concluded that it would entail 
the speaker doing the following: '(a) integrating a variety of themes with characters' 
motives and internal responses, (b) interweaving that content with socially appropriate and 
logical arguments for plans and outcomes, (c) Molding that content into a language form 
that coherently realises the narrative's communicative function, and (d) Monitoring all of 
the above in order to produce the desired effect on the intended recipient' (Liles, 1993: 
871). Narratives assess the child's ability to sequence events, create a cohesive text through 
the use of explicit linguistic markers, use precise vocabulary, convey ideas without 
extralinguistic support, understand cause-effect relationships, and structure the narration 
along lines of universal story schemata that aid the listener in comprehending the tale (Paul 
and Smith, 1993). Narratives facilitates a broad description of a child's language use, as it 
includes the interaction of sentence formulation, use of linguistic devices to conjoin 
meanings across sentences, and the general organisation of the content (Merritt and Liles, 
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1989). Some researchers maintain that language produced in narratives is a more valid 
indicator of developing semantic abilities than language produced in single sentences. The 
rationale for this position is that narrative coherence requires a fairly narrow specification 
of meaning (Bennett-Kastor, 1986; Silva, 1984, 1991; in Liles, 1993). 
The use of narratives for obtaining language samples is frequently used given its 
relationship to child development and its use in whole language approaches to curriculum. 
Research using narratives often compares the abilities of students with language 
impairments to normal students (Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). Reports based on story 
elicitation tasks include story retell (Atkins and Cartwright, 1982; and Liles, Coelho, Duffy, 
and Zalagens, 1989), story generation from story stems (Merritt and Liles, 1987), story 
generation from memory (MacLachlan and Chapman, 1987; Roth and Spekman, 1986, 
1989), and story generation from pictures, fllms, or videos (Dollagbin et aI., 1990; Klecan-
Aker and Kelty, 1990; Wren, 1985 in Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). 
Discourse is organized at both a macrolinguistic and microlinguistic level (Glosser and 
Deser, 1990). Macrolinguistic organization refers to the ability to maintain conceptual and 
pragmatic organization beyond the word and sentence level, i.e. inter-sentential level. On 
the other hand, microlinguistic organization refers to the semantic representations of 
sentences and single word aspects such as the phonological, lexical semantic and syntactic 
aspects, i.e. intra-sentential level. (Glosser and Deser, 1990, Nelson, 1993). 
Coherence and cohesion are two macrolinguistic elements of the narrative that are 
presumed to underlie the ability to convey events in the world, and to relate to the well-
formedness of discourse (Ulatowska, Freedman-Stem, Doyel, Macaluso-Haynes and North, 
1983). They have both been reported in the literature to be key components of narrative 
discourse (Berman and Slobin, 1994; Paul, 1995, in Coggins et aI., 1998). 
Coherence is an indication of how effective an individual is in communicating the essential 
components of a situation (Coggins et aI., 1998). It is a term used to characterize the 
conceptual organization of elements of discourse at a suprasegmental level (Gloser and 
Deser, 1990). According to Ulatowska et aI. (1983) coherence relates to the plausibility, 
conclusiveness and conventionality of discourse. 
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Halliday and Hasan (1976) view cohesion as the component of the linguistic system that 
enables a text to function as a single meaningful unit. Cohesion reflects the individual's 
competence in connecting a series of events into a logical system or structure (Coggins et 
al., 1998). It is viewed as a semantic relation by which the interpretation of one element in 
a text can only be made by reference to another. It is achieved through the linguistic 
interdependence of elements within a text. The single occurrence of a pair of cohesively 
related items is termed a cohesive tie (Halliday and Hasan, 1976 in Mentis and Prutting, 
1987). Cohesive analysis could lead to a better understanding of the linkages between the 
construct of syntax and the deficits in communicative competence that hinder the 
educational success of language-impaired children (Strong and Shaver, 1991). 
Past research on narrative abilities in learning disabled children has presented with many 
contradictory results. Ripich and Griffith (1988) found that learning disabled students 
perform as well as their normal peers in some aspects of narrative productions, but in other 
aspects perform poorer. Researchers studying the narrative abilities of language-impaired 
and learning-disabled children and adults using the story gist recall elicitation method, have 
found that both groups preserve the order of events in a story with the same degree of 
accuracy, and demonstrate the same pattern of story organisation in recall as their normally 
achieving counterparts (Graybeal, 1981; Hansen, 1978; Weaver and Dickinson, 1979, 1982; 
Worden, Malmgren, and Gabourie, 1982 in Roth and Spekman, 1986). However, it was 
found the learning disabled children and language-impaired children tend to recall 
significantly less information from stories (Roth and Spekman, 1986). The learning-
disabled group's stories contained fewer propositions and fewer complete episodes and 
contained significantly fewer Minor Setting statements than those of their normally 
achieving peers. They were less likely to include Response, Attempt, and Plan statements 
within an episode than their normally achieving counterparts. Weaver and Dickinson 
(1979, 1982) reported that the learning-disabled subjects' narratives (retelling task) 
contained more incorrect information, fewer instances of linguistic markers that specify 
important temporal and causal relationships, and fewer instances of word and phrase 
modifiers. Ripich and Griffith (1988) found that language impaired learning disabled 
children produced fewer words that contained emotion than non-language impaired learning 
disabled children did. 
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From the above-mentioned studies, it appears that learning-disabled students have 
knowledge of narrative structure and can apply this knowledge in their recall of stories. 
This however, does not suggest that learning-disabled children would show the same level 
or type of organisation in their spontaneously generated stories (Roth and Spekman, 1986). 
When asked to relate personal experiences and stories, learning-disabled children and adults 
were found to demonstrate problems of formulisation and organisation (Blalock, 1982; 
Johnson and Myklebust, 1967; McNamee and Harris-Schmidt, 1985; Westby, 1982, 1984; 
Wiig and Semel, 1976a, 1980; cited in Roth and Spekman, 1986). According to Klein 
(1991) learning disabled children may find it difficult to communicate in a free flowing, 
creative and interesting manner. 
In addition, other studies have stated that learning disabled children produce less cohesive 
narratives than non-learning disabled persons with the main difference being attributable to 
the use of pronouns as referents and conjunctions as tie elements (Strong and Shaver, 1991, 
Liles et al., 1993, 1995). 
In some studies, cohesive adequacy scores of language-impaired and learning-disabled 
children were consistently lower than those of normally developing children (Berger and 
Sinoff, 1979; Caro, 1983; Liles, 1985; Tuch, 1977 in Strong and Shaver, 1991). However, 
conflicting findings and fmdings of no differences between the means for cohesive density 
and types of cohesive ties were reported (Fine, 1985; Griffith et al., 1985; Harris et al., 
1987; Hedberg and Fink, 1985; Milosky and Chapman, 1984; Pellegrini et al., 1984). There 
is no way of knowing whether the latter findings were a function of unreliable scores, as no 
coefficients were reported for internal consistency or stability (Strong and Shaver, 1991). 
Past studies on the other hand, have also shown that the differences between the language 
impaired learning disabled and control groups are small and insignificant or none at all 
(Klecan-Aker and Hendrick, 1985; Ripich and Griffith, 1988). This indicates that there are 
often more similarities between the groups than differences (Roth and Spekman, 1986). 
Much research has established that school-age children with learning disabilities do not 
have problems with story grammar structure per se (Graybeal, 1981; Griffith et al., 1986; 
Johnston, 1982; Jordan, Murdoch, and Buttsworth, 1991; McConaughy, 1985; Merritt and 
Liles, 1989; Ripich and Griffith, 1988; Roth and Spekman, 1986; Weaver and Dickinson, 
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1982). Jordan et al. (1991) have attributed their failure to find differences in the story 
grammar analysis of narrative production of learning-disabled and normal-developing 
peers, to mean that narratives of the former are not impaired. 
Although language sampling has been advocated as a valuable procedure for describing 
spoken language since the 1930s (Cole, Mills, and Dale, 1989; Loban, 1963; Lee and 
Canter, 1971; McCarthy. 1930; Muma, 1973; Owens, 1991; Prutting, 1982; Roth and 
Spekman, 1984a in Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992), there is still little consensus on the 
most valid and reliable procedure to use. Strong and Shaver (1991) attribute conflicting 
results to the unreliability of scores given the analysed elements of the discourse. Hux et al. 
(1997) highlight many methodological issues that can contribute to the reduced reliability in 
such research. The variability of language across context and tasks, the diverse nature of 
language, the paucity of normative data on older children, and the heterogeneous nature of 
subjects, all contribute to the controversy in this area of research (Dollaghin, Campbell, and 
Tomlin, 1990; Thomas, 1989; Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992; Nelson, 1993; in Hux et al., 
1997). 
Much of the controversy over language sampling relates to the numerous methodologies for 
eliciting language samples, particularly the text type to be collected and the materials or 
tasks used (Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). Most researchers include a combination of 
text types (expository, narrative, descriptive, conversation), use a variety of materials (toys, 
pictures, books, films, and videos), or combine several types of elicitation tasks (retell, 
creation from semi-structured materials, imitation) for obtaining several samples of a given 
text type. 
According to Strong and Shaver (1991) it is essential to obtain the child's true ability or 
performance in narrative discourse productions, which is not impeded by the method of 
elicitation. This is supported by Liles (1993) who states that the most critical part of a 
study investigating the production of narrative is the procedure chosen for elicitation. The 
two most common types of elicitation procedures are story retelling and story generation 
(Scott, 1988). Merritt and Liles (1989) compared a story retell and story generation task 
using story stems with normal and language-impaired children. They concluded that a story 
retell task is as effective as, if not better than, a story generation task for obtaining a 
language sample. Liles, Coelho. Duffy. and Zalagens (1989) also compared story retell and 
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story generation, but used a picture rather than a story stem with a group of normal and 
closed head-injured adults. They concluded that story task (retelVgeneration) does affect 
the language an individual produces. On the other hand, similar trends have not emerged 
between stories told by language-disordered children compared to normal children (Scott, 
1988). 
In more recent studies validity and reliability have become increasingly important aspects 
to language sampling and analysis of discourse productions (Strong and Shaver, 1991; 
Morris-Friehe and Sanger; Hux et al., 1997). Strong and Shaver (1991) demand stricter 
measures of reliability to be used in studies looking at narrative discourse productions. Hux 
et al. (1997) also supports this notion. In order for results to be interpreted with confidence, 
researchers have collected data across a number of different testing times spaced at brief 
intervals to determine whether the scores do not fluctuate greatly across testing sessions 
(Strong and Shaver, 1991; Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). Strong and Shaver (1991) 
further recommend the use of important reliability measures such as intra-coder agreement; 
internal consistency of responses and stability of scores across testing sessions before the 
researcher can generalise any results to the general population. 
In summary of the literature and past research it is clear that there is a paucity of research in 
the production of narratives in the young adolescent language-impaired learning disabled 
population. In addition, the little research that has been undertaken reveals conflicting 
findings. 
The purpose of this study was to examine and document the narrative discourse 
characteristics of the young adolescent language impaired learning disabled population. 
The rationale develops from the paucity of research and conflicting findings in the 
productions of narratives in this population group. 
The aim of this study was to compare the narrative discourse productions of language 
impaired learning disabled young adolescents to non-learning disabled young adolescents 
on three narrative tasks, over three measurement times, while applying more stringent 
reliability measures. 
The use of multiple narrative tasks were employed in this study due to the little consensus 
existing, concerning the most appropriate procedures for collecting and analysing narratives 
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across populations (Cole et al., 1989; MacLachlan and Chapman, 1988; Merritt and Liles, 
1989; Owens, 1991; Scott, 1988 in Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). In addition, the 
researcher was interested in comparing the language impaired learning disabled and non-
learning disabled young adolescents' performance on story retelling and story generation 
tasks. 
In this study determining reliability was of major concern. It aimed to assess reliability by 
employing inter-rater and intra-rater reliability measures and collecting narrative samples 
over three sessions. The collection of narrative samples over three sessions allowed the 
researcher to determine whether the scores fluctuated or remained stable between testing 
sessions. 
The researcher collected large narrative samples from each subject and compared the group 
on many coherence and cohesion variables. This enabled the researcher to determine 
statistical group differences. 
The scope of this study involves both theoretical and applied aspects. Theoretically, more 
reliable fmdings provide increased knowledge about language impaired learning disabled 
young adolescent's narrative discourse productions. In addition, this study examines how 
deficits in narrative discourse may be reliably assessed and measured. Finally, it provides 
information regarding task and time effects on narrative discourse productions. 
The findings from this study may provide clinical information regarding the assessment and 
management of language in the young adolescent language impaired learning disabled 
population. In addition, it may indicate ways of obtaining and analysing narrative discourse 
samples using reliable measures. More reliable fmdings will provide the speech-language 
therapist with increased knowledge as to what would constitute normal and abnormal 
discourse productions (Sonnenberg and Penn, 1998) 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
This section presents the aims, research design, subject selection criteria, and description of 
subjects used in this study. In addition, the narrative discourse tasks and materials, 
procedure and methods of analysis, statistical procedure, and measures of reliability are 
described. 
2.1 Aims 
1. To compare the performance of language impaired learning disabled young adolescents 
to non-learning disabled young adolescents on narrative discourse, using the measures 
of coherence and cohesion. 
2. To investigate task effects, using three types of elicitation tasks (story generation from a 
picture, personal narrative, and story retelling from a video). 
3. To employ more stringent measures of reliability by examining the stability of scores 
over three testing times, and employing inter-rater and intra-rater reliability measures. 
2.2 Research Design 
An experimental study design was employed in this study. A 2X3X3 factorial design with 
2 group levels (LILD and non-Ln..D), 3 time levels, and 3 task levels (Story generation 
from a picture, personal narrative, and story retelling from a video), was used. The 
differences between the two groups were evaluated on a time and task factor. Although it is 
known that the learning disabled population is a heterogeneous one, the differences within 
groups do not dominate the observed differences between groups. 
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2.3 Subjects 
2.3.1 Sample Size 
Three language-learning disabled young adolescents (LllD) and three non-learning 
disabled young adolescents with no history of learning disabilities nor any other 
neurological or behavioural disorders, were used as controls in this study. The subjects 
were matched for gender and age. The controls were not matched for grade as the LTI..J) 
subjects had repeated grades at school. The two groups could be compared statistically, 
despite the small sample size, due to the large number of dependent variables on which they 
were compared. 
2.3.2 Subject Selection Criteria 
The following criteria were applied in the process of selecting subjects: 
2.3.2.1 THE lANGUAGE IMPAIRED LEARNING DISABLED SUBJECTS (ULD) 
• Subjects were required to have been diagnosed as language impaired learning disabled 
by a speech and language therapist and other professionals. 
• The subjects were required to be language impaired in either the receptive and/or 
expressive areas of language. 
• All subjects were required to attend a school for the learning disabled. 
• The subjects had to be diagnosed as language impaired not attributed to cultural 
differences or environmental linguistic deprivation (Owens, 1998). 
• An average to above average non-verbal IQ, ranging from 85 upwards, as determined 
by a formal intellectual ability test, was required for all LTI..J) subjects. 
• The subjects were required to be in the 12.6 - 13.6 year old range. This age range was 
chosen due to the limited infonnation available regarding the language impairments of 
the language impaired learning disabled young adolescent (Wallach & Liebergott, 
1984). In addition, it is at this age when children are entering high school for the fIrst 
time, and often speech therapy for this age group is terminated at this age. 
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• The subjects were required to be first language English speaking as the examiner is first 
language English speaking. 
• The subjects were required not to have any emotional or behavioural disturbances. 
• All subjects were required to have normal visual acuity and hearing sensitivity. 
2.3.2.2 CONTROL SUBJECTS 
The control subjects were selected according to the following criteria: 
• The subjects were required to attend mainstream school. 
• All subjects were required to have been attending a mainstream school, and the 
respective teachers were required to confirm that the subject was an average to above 
average student with no reported cognitive or linguistic difficulties. 
• All subjects were required to not have received any type of specialised educational or 
speech-language support. 
• An average to above average non-verbal IQ, ranging from 85 upwards, as determined 
by a formal intellectual ability test, was required for all non-LILD subjects. 
• The subjects were required to be in the 12.6 -13.6 year range. 
• The subjects were required to be first language English speaking. 
• The subjects were required not to have any emotional or behavioural disturbances. 
• All subjects were required to have normal visual acuity and hearing sensitivity. 
2.3.3 Subject Description 
2.3.3.1 THE lANGUAGE IMPAIRED LEARNING DISABLED SUBJECTS (ULD) 
The biological and clinical information for the three LILD subjects is presented in Table 
2.1. The three LILD subjects and the three matched controls are referred to as LILD 1, 
LILD2, LILD3 and non-LILD1, non-LILD2, non-LILD3 respectively throughout the 
report. As is illustrated in Table 2.1, all three LILD subjects present with language 
impairments. They all attend a school for the learning disabled and have attended the 
school for more than three years. Each LILD subject attends regular speech therapy, which 
focuses primarily on expressive and/or written language skills. 
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data (Liles. 1993). Secondly, past ~search hll~ found thaI compated with Siory gcncrollon, 
Story ~lelling results in longcr, more tkuuled produ.;:lIOns that more frequently eontam 
complete gr.unmar episode .• (Liles, Coelho, Duffy, and Zalagcns, 1989: Me.mn and Lilc.s, 
1989) Me.mu :Iud Liles (1989) eOl'lCluded lhal a slary IllCKkI fadlillllt, less tl\reatcning 
commumeau~e inlerdCtion~ between e ... aluators and children, thus prcsenling more 
opcimum conditions fot Illngunge sampling. Thirdly, providing the s.ubjccl wllh II IllCKkI 
narr.Jt,"'e of e)(tended length also en.urcs thllt the IliImlti ... e represcnts the indi ... iduaJ 
subject's gcncrmJVe style. This is an imponant feature in a fl:lelling task becau..o;e it is 
cnllcal for the narrau ... c to relllin its communicati ... e function (Merritt & iJlcs, 1999). 
Foonhly, oooc of the most infonnati ... e aspccllI of narrati ... e production ~. the. sub.tecf ... 
depanure from the e~pecled. If the examiner 1Ia,\ knowledge of the lafgel response. 
departures from the txpecled \lccome casier to c haracterisc. Finally. the examiner can 
control fOl' con text and complc)(ity in a story·retdling task (Liles. 1993). Controls for 
contenl aJKI complexity are difficult to impose if the subject is under no constraint. that is, if 
the in ... cstigator has IlO( imposed some expected level of (;omple)(ity by specifying the largel 
response (ules. 1993). The position that the in ... estigatOr should define narrative 
eompluuy is s.upportcd by the research of Ripieh & Griffitll (1988). 'These researchers 
used three stones graded for complexity in temiS of number of c ... ents and found that 7- to 
12-year old normal and learning disabled students' performnnces ... nries as a function o f 
stOf}' complexity (Ripich and Griffith, [988). 
Thm: arum:lled Ban Simpson series by Man Groening. was used as!he stimuli for the Story 
rt'lelling ta,d: in this study: 'Call of the Simpsons': 'When you dish upon a Star ', and 
'Marge's Blllhday·. The eril~ria for film selectiOl1 indutkd a n:lati ... ~ly shOll lenglll video 
(20 minutes)_ an apparendy high interest level for older children (humorous), :md a high 
degree of comple~ity With numerous e,·cnts. 
lbe. use of a mo ... ie as the: ~tlmulu$ foc the story-I'l:tdling !:Isk hll~ severnl advkntages, 
FiNtly, it aJlows the cxarmner to ha"e control of the content of the stories and their genre . 
Secondly. it is e~pected lhat a mo"je ..... ould clteit more connected und ebbortue story 
rt:lelhngs than other eheilalion rnetho!h (Gutierre1..-Cldlen & IglCSlll,~, 1992). In a Mudy by 
Iglesias. Guit,e~;t-Clcllen and Marcano { I 986) it was found that movie theme~ te nded to 
chcll longer llIld man: clabol'llle n:unh''t"S than personal narrnti\'cs. Movie~ also allpear to 
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I'I:suh III gl'l:uler recall of stOf)' c"ents than books or pictures (Kr:lsny Mcringoff. 1980). 
Dagen's ( 1979) study showed that ,';sual represcntul10n ora story fac llitules a more fUllhful 
reitel'3lion of the original story lhan !he use o f an audiotape, Thirdly, the usc: of a movie 
could facili tate causal cobcrencc (Guticrrez·Clellen & Iglesialj, 1992), Studies hll'c found 
thut book 01' picture: re tellings frcqucmly contain no stlllcmCnlS of motivcs. goals. Of 
feelings behind the charactcr's actions alld no cxplicit causal linkages between lhe story 
e\'ents (ManlD. 1983; Kkbn·Akcr. 1987; Yussen. 1982 in Gutlerrez·Clellen & Igle,~ia.~. 
1992). Gibbons, Ande~. Smuh. Ficld. & Fischer's (1986) showed lilal an (ludio-visual 
story rendition yielded ~ mrcn:1JCe5 than the story presented on aud iotape pounhly. 
retclling a moVIe could approximatc a men: natUnlhstlC situat ion for retelling ~IOrJCS Ihan 
other types of procedures.. as walchmg tckvuion and retelling the plOl~ of favourile 
programs is a faIrly eommon language activity rOl' these:: subjccis. Thus. retelhng a movie 
10 a presumed nai\'c listener .... as C)(pected to clicit a DlOI'C natura] and fcpresc::nt:1live sample 
of thc children's l\llIT3Ii\'c competence. than bool; retcllings or the recalls of .... riltcn storie.~ 
read 10 the ehild used in !he dc"clopmcntal hteratul'l: . Finally, retelling a movie facilitates 
spontaneous namni\'cs from the mCkSt reh.lCtant chllcben (Guticrrcz·CkIJcn & Iglesias, 
1992). 
2 .5.1.2 STORY GEHERATION 
In this study thcn: were two type~ ofstOt'y gencnuion lasks emplo# 
GcnCr:uinl slories from pictures (utes. Coelho. Duffy. & Zalgcns, 1989; Morris· 
Fric:he & Sanger. 1992. Pellegrini. G~ld;t. and Rubin. 1984: Ripich and Griffith. 1988). The 
pictuTCS were oblained from the 'South Afriean Adyenlurc..~ Cla.~sie' book: by Ptl.lllJsa 
SIIlIOOS (5C:C: Appendi)( A) . The pictuTC~ from this particular book: "'"1:TC used because they 
had a Soulh African context ~nd becaw;e the piclurts .... ere lhoughllo be appropriatc for tlx: 
age of the :robjCCIS, a.~ they had been used by a number of speech·language Ihcr.tpists in 
informal a.ssc::s..~mcnt proceduTCs. A story from a picture selling ..... as used. as Westby (1984) 
found thut poster pietures that displ3Y an action. may triggcr the child 10 dcscnbe the actIOn 
and link: more; whel"C3.'S pictute5 lhal display primarily a sell ing often yield a more oomple)( 
~tory. ifthc child has the :obtluy to ()rg:lni~e a 'Iory. 
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2. Reports (Ill personal experience: (I) My most frightening experience; (2) My 
favourite holiday; and (3) My happiest time. A pcn;onal narralive task was cho§en a~ it has 
been used in a number of $Iudies (Blalock. 1982: Johnson &. MyklebuM. 1967; Labov, 
1972; McNamee &. Harris-Schmidt. 1985. Ulatowskad al .• I998; Westby, 1982. 1984: and 
Wiig & Semel. 1976. 1980). In addillon, it was chosen a<l narrati,'Cl' of past personal 
experiences JlrC know to be prodl.lCCd s()OIlt.:mcously by children in all known cultures 
(McCabe. 1996). 
The generation procedure was included in Ihis study so that the subjects may be: placed 
under some constraint (Liles, 1993), Narrative generation i~ suited for this cIrcumstance 
bccau~ II is considered to be more 'difficult· than nllfrtltive retelling (Merrin & Lilc:$. 
1987, 1989; Ripich & Griffith. 1988 in Ule.~. 1993), This ta.~k ensures that tnc subjects are 
minimally directed by the COOlcxt and it allow~ the ~pcaker access to a greater runge: of 
possibilities for structural ,'ariation Illld COntellt. As a result, the subjects have to rely more 
on an Int~maliscd nllfrtltive organisation and Ie. ... ~ on d il"C1:l input from pre-structured 
CQIltenl II ha~ also been argued that. relative 10 retelling. the generation tllSk is more 
representative of spontancou.~ communlClitlon, and therefore more .\Ccurmely rcflCCls the 
pragmatic charactenslics of the nnrmnve (LIles, (993), Most descriptioos of tne 
organisational diffICUlties exhibllcd by IllIIguagc:-disabled children are ba'\Cd on Ia.~ks in 
",bJch a child is a.~ked 10 describe a ~ucnc;e of evenl~ or explain how an object works. or a 
game is played, as opposed to rec:tll rasks. A recall task is nOl sensitive to sequential 
Jlfoblcms. It may be. possible that a Story grammar analysi~, wnen applied to spomancously 
generated Stories. would unco,'cr organisahonal and sequencing difficulties (ROIh & 
Spekmilll.1986). 
2.5.2 Procedure 
The fll$carehcr mct with each ~uhjCCl on three 5e(Xlr.lte occa.~ions. One story retelling and 
twO .~tory gencmllon Ia.~ks were clicited each time. 1bc. procedure of coIleenng namlUVC: 
samples three liml'.~ wn~ undertaken for the following reasons: Firstly, to e.taminc. t~ 
stabili ty of narrative productions ocross a number of ICSling .5C.S'l10ll'l. Secondly. to 
determine wbcther more thm one sample of the child's narmlivc yielded more reliable. 
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results. Thirdly. to examine the ~tability of narrative productjO!1~ u a function of a 
narr:uh'e tasl,;. 
The short-term stability of score~ over time is of part iC ular concern in the r<!Search on 
roheslOl't III spoken narrnh,·CS. In order for the cohesion ~corcs to be interpreted with 
confidence. they should I\Ol nuctuate greatly bctwc.::n testing ses.,ions spaced at hrief 
Interva!J; IIIId .... lth no intervmtion. The degra: of stability aeross te~ting scs.,ions is a 
signific;un i~sue in the valid assc.~sment of the oml cohc,~ion of lunguage-imp;ured and 
normal-language children (Strong & Shaver, 1991). 
Ae<:ording to Westhy (1984) a child's lnnguage cnnnot and should rIOt be as~cssed by a 
s.mgle language s.ample. Cole. MJl ls and Dale (1989) stated thlll multiple ~mples collected 
over a shot period 0( 'Ime were more usefUl Ihan one sample taken at II single point In time. 
They reponed thaI multiple samples yielded more lnical information than one sample. 
2.5.2.1 LISTENER F.utIUARITY 
The nwve liMellCr condmon - when the na<alOf believes that the lIstener is unfamiliar with 
the event or ~IOI')' that will be narTlIted (Strong and Sha"er, 1991) - wa.' created in order to 
maximise tnc "elbaJ prodUClI()(lS of each child. TIus IS consistent with l.Jles·s (1985) 
findings Ihlll norl11lll language children and IlIIlguage-disordered cluJdren responded to the 
na¥\"e Ihtener by producing a higher number- of complete episode) and more adequllte inter-
sententIal cohesion. Also, both groups responded 10 the nal\"c listmer by increasing the 
proportional use of pern!I1al reference cohesive: de:vi§cs. 1bese results MlggeSied Ihal. 10 the 
presentat ion of identical content., lbe childrm varic:d the amount of infOllT\;ltion 3I1d the 
~tyle of textual coherCllc:e a~ a function of the liSlenc:r eirculIWances (Ules. 1985)_ 
According 10 We:~lby (1984). when the c:xamillCl" is pm;ent and can !itt the same stimulus 
picture as the: child, there is a tC!ldency for JiQmC children 10 resort to a more or-II style. 
This is done a.~ SO much of the infornUliion is jointly Mared IJw lhere i~ therefore no need 
to milk.: the narrative l:mguage explicit. 
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2.5 .2.2 INSTRUCTIONS 
SpecIfic inslnJC1ions were given to each subJllct in every S~$ion . The instructions for e3Ch 
task wert: as follows: 
I. r-::urahve from a Picture (Task I): '[ W31ll you 10 make up a story. A nice. long ~tol)' 
and you can use Ihls picture to help you.' 
2. Personal Narmlive (Task 2)~ 'Can you tell me a nice, long story abool you r mOSI 
frighlCning expcnencel)'OUr favourite holidayl bappiest time.' 
3. Story Retelling from a Video (Task J): 'TItis is a yideo] have JUSI bought and ] h3ven 't 
secn it yet. I WIUlI you 10 walch tile video vel)' caf('fully. Once you have finished I 
would hke you to lell the ~tory back to me in as much detail a~ you ean remember.' 
2 .5 .2.3 TEST SITUATION 
A: Senlng 
The nmr~th'e discOlll'l>c productions of all the children were elicited in II. quiet room with 
adequate lighling. The LILD subjects' narmtivC5 were video recorded in the sJlCech tberapy 
room ill thei r school and the oonlrois were reronled in a qUiet room at lhelr respective 
honK'S. 
During the narrative di~course ta.-.ks. the examiner was supportive by providing 
encouraging comments. reacting to oontent wilhOliI providing new Information. The 
examiner also requested "ddltiona[ information without being directive (Morris-Foclle & 
Sanger, (992). The ~ubjcets were given as much time as necessary 10 complete tiM: narT;\l;ive 
tasks. Once the subjects completed the tm, tile rescan::hcr praised them and thanked them 
for helping in the study (Purcell and Liles, 1992). 
B: Equipment 
The data was videotaped on a JVe 12X Videomoyie Hyper Zoom camera (Serial number: 
(0163186) in it s entirety, and tran'>Crib/:d \'erbati m ror later analysis. 
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2 .5.2.4 SUBJECT's TEST-SITUATlON BEHAVIOUR 
Over the two wceks of testing. a descripth'e ru::counl of each 5ubjecfs lesl-situatlon 
behaviour was kept. This all~ tile inwstigator to reCOll1 specinc hd~lViours and/or 
romments lhat renected attitudes toward tb.: stories. equipment. and e~aminer (Slrong & 
Shaver. 1991). The chi ldren's adaptation to the testing situation bec~lmt: relevant later. 10 
considering the stability of thei r oral cotJesion SCores (Strong & Shaver. 1991). 
FunbcllllOn:. Lahey ( 1988) Sbled than an uomotiv:ucd child may produce fewer elements 
lH their namtti~-es. for example emotive language. This is important to nOie when the 
examiner is inlerested in :maIYl.lng rvaluation. In this study all )uhjecls appeared to be 
motivated across all thrce testing sessions. 
2.6 Treatment of the Data 
2.6.1 Transcription of the narrative samples 
All of the generated and retold stories well."" Ir.lI1scrib • ."d verbatim. The Il1IrI5Cribcd data 
were prepared for analysis by Ilf"acketing unintelligible uner:lllCes. The brnr:keted URns 
wcO! 001 included in the final worn count (Slrmg & Sha'·er. 1991). All fal~ starts and 
repetitions. except for semarllically empty place holtkn (e.g. ub. uhm. CIT. ar. elc .). wcn:: 
incilldl-d in the word coon! as the..c: elements wrrc viewed as import3llt indicators and that 
vnluable infonnniion w()Llld be iosl If they ",,"Cre exclutkd fn::om the word count. Rcsearth 
has found that LlLD children may have difficulties remembering and finding specific ",,"Ofds 
when they are engaged in cor)Versatinn or have to :lIlswer spedfK queslions. TIlesc worn 
finding difficulties may r~suh in spoken sentences which nrc nOl gl1illllJW1Cal and which 
may contain an abundance of starters, place holders. indcfini,e references. word 
substitutions, circumlocu,ions. and pcrscvenllive repctitiOIls of word!;. phmses. Of clauses 
(Wiig & Semel. \980). Finally all cOIInactions were counted as one word (Strong 3Ild 
Shaver, 1991). 
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2.6.2 Segmentation of transcripts 
The tnmscribcd dala W35 segmenled according to an 'event'. For the purpose of th is sludy 
an even! was detillCd as a change in place, char:leter, time or :lelion (adopted from Ogi lvy, 
1995). The segmentation using events W35 used to allow for ease of :malysis for cohereocc 
and analysis of tbc amount of information conveyed. All repetitions and falsc Slarts were 
excludod from the segmentation procedure. 
2.6.3 Analysis of narrative discourse productions 
A number of persp .... cliws and procedures have been used in the analysis of narrative 
discourse (Hux et aI .• 1997: Liles. 1985: Ules et al .• 1993; Merritt and Liles. 1989: Purcell 
;md Liles. [992; Ripich and Griffith. [988: and Rrnh and Spckman. (986). According to 
G[osser and Oeser ([ 990). JJlalysis of discourse productions allows researchers to exami...., 
both the macrolinguistic and microlinguslic abilities of the individual. The narratives in 
this study were analysed according to macrohnguistic organisation. Coherence and 
cohesion were the measures of mocrolinguiSlic organisalion (Glosser & Oeser. 1990). 
2.6.3.1 COHERENCE 
Coherence has been used 10 characterise conceplual organi1;alional aspects of discourse 
stich as pluusability. conventionality and conclusiveness of the lext (U[atowsku. Nonh & 
Macaluw-llaynC5. 1981). n't narrat ive ~mpte~ in this ~ tudy were anal~d according to 
Labov's (1977) narr.uive stmcture clemems that consliwte a well-formed narrativc. A 
well-formed narrnt ive consists of: 
• Abstract: This refers 10 ltw: one Of two clallses summarising the whole slOry. 
• Orientation: AI Ille beginning of the namllive Ihe time. place:. persons and their activity 
or the situation is defined. 
• 
• 
Complicating action: Tills is Ihe sequence of events. wllich is presented chronologically. 
Evaluation: Various clements are used to express the narrator's fcclings about the 
characters or e~ems. 
• Resolution: These are onc or more MalemenL. which reflect the final events or end tile 
cxpcTlcnce. 
• Coda: Thesc arc the free clauses that indicate the narrative is finished. 
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A con"clllion:'li completc narr.lti ... c begins with the oricnl:'llion. then proceeds to 
complicahllg :!dioll. where the e ... 3.lu:'Ition is included. Once the c ... alu31ioo IS added. !he 
narr.uive is concluded with the resolution. and then fjn~lIy the rod:I is used (0 return the 
Irstcner (0 the present time (Labo .... 1977), 
E ... 3.lu3lion IS one of the most imporlanl cicmenls III a narr.uive and plays I largc pan III the: 
creatton of D ..... dl·formed narr.lU\'e (L:tbov, 1977). For Lhesc rcaJiOllS it was analysed 
scpar.ll.cly to the abo ... c·mentioned catcgories. 
2.6.3.2 EVALUATION 
Ewluruio n specifies why the evenL~ of the narr.lth'e are reportable. ' E"'aluatlve devices say 
to us; this was terrifying, dangcrous. wcm!. wild. CI1l1.y; or amusing. hilarious. wonderful; 
more g<'ncmJly. th~1 it w3.ll smmgc, ulICommon, or unusu3.l - that is. worth reponing· 
(L:tOOv. 1977: 371). A story wnhout e ... aluatlon bocoonc$ unintcrcsting and poirnlC55 to the 
listcner. Eva]uuli()O is composed of four major catcgories: imcnsjfi~. comparators, 
eom:lauvcs. nnd explicators. Each cat~gOl)" consIsts of a number of subtypes (1.1bov. 
1977). nlt~ I1fC ilIuSlrau:(] in Table 2.3 below. Each narrative was analysed according to 
these four ClIlcgom:s and Ihcir respecti,'c subtypes. 




The most familiar work in the area of eohesion is that of Halliday and Hasan (l976). They 
derlllCd cohesion as the se t of possibilities that c)lists in language for maJdng a te)lt hang 
together. The word 'te)lt' refers to any spoken or written passage that foons a unified 
whole. Cohesion is lhought to reneelthc im.lividual' s eompctcoce in connecting a series of 
event.\; into a logical system (Coggins et al.. 1998). Cohesion is expressed partly through 
grammar and panly through vocabulary (Halliday and Hasan, 1916). This is referred to as 
gr:ll1unaticaJ eohe5ion and lexieal cohesion respectively. Aeeording to Closser and Deser 
( 1990), eohesion refers to the re lations of meanings between elements in discourse. The 
single occurrence of a pair of eohesively related items is termed a eOhesive tie (Halliday 
and Hasan. 1916 in Mentis and Pnuting. 1981). 
A: Cohesive Ties 
An element is identified a~ a cohesive tie if ils meaning c;mnOl be adequately interpreted by 
the listener. and if the listener must search OI.H~ide that sentence for the completed meaning 
(Liles. 1986). In addition. an element may be judged a colles;-'\: tie if it is osed as a 
linguistic marker that leads the listencr 10 c)lpeci that its interpretation be outside the 
sentence. An item is not judgcd as a cnhesive tie if the informalion refem:d to is 
reco\'cnlble within the sentenec CUles. 1985). The types of cohesive ties Ihat were analysed 
in this slIldy (as dcsc ribed by Halliday and Hasan. 1916) include reference ti~s, substitut ion 
tie,. ellipsis ties. conjunction ties and le)liealtics. When referel1Cc. substitution, and ellipSis 
ties are U'SCd. the speaker relies on words and morphemes. When conjunction ties are osed. 
the speaker relics on both the grammatical and IC)lical resources of languagc. Most 
cohesive lies are ~yntactic and therefore adequate syntactic sl.::ill s are necessary to the 
prodUCIHlO of cohesive narrativcs (Strong and Shaver, 1991). 
Thc percentage of each tie was calculated for each narrative sample and ,tatistically 
analysed using the molti variate test of significance. Definitions of each cohesIon category 
arc presented below. 
• Anaphoric Reference - This is defined as prououns Ihnt refer 10 previously identified 
nouns. 
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• Dcmonstl1lti\'C ReferellCC - This al lows the speaker 10 idenllfy the refen:nt by locating it 
on a scale of pro:oamlly. II refer5 10 lhe use of terms ·this. that, these. those. here, there. 
now and then' 
o Companlli"e Reference _ This refers 10 ind irect referellCe by means of idenllty or 
5imilarily. 
o Ellipsis _ thi'i allows the speaker 10 reduce redundancy in :l message by only ellCoding 
the c....,.,:ential clements. 
o Suill.lilution _ This refers 10 ilems OIher IhM pen;onal prol1()Uns Ih:lll1:place previously 
identified elemems. 
o ConJullClions _ Thc.<;e ,;e~ :l Cohc!;lVC function as they relate SliccesSi\'C Ullerance.o; to 
e;lCh other. 
o Luic:l1 tics _ A le~ical item refers b.1Ck 10 another lex.icalltem, and i5 related by h.aving 
:l common referent. 
B: Cohesive Adequacy 
Cohesive adequ:K;y refers 10 the percentages o f complete. incomplete. :lml erroneous lies 
(Liles. 1985). The definition adopted for this study complcle. incomplete and errollCOtJS 
ties wen: M follow5 (Liles. 1985): 
• Complete tie _ A lie i'i comp lele if the infomlmion rc(em:d 10 by the cohesive b eMil y 
found and identified with no ambiguity . 
• [ncompletc tic - A tic i'i judged to be: incomplete if the infommlJon refem:d 10 by Ihe 
cohesive tie is not provided in the te"t. 
o Erroneous tic - It tie i'i CrTOIICOUS if the cohesive tie refers to an :lmbiguou.~ or 
erroneous Hem. 
Cobesht adetjuaty was detennined by the (ollo'"'ing formula (Ules. 1985): 
Number of complete Ilea 
Total number of ties across all cohesive Items 
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2.7 Statistical Procedures 
The narratives produced by the non·LILD and LILD subjects varied in length. number of 
events (classified according 10 Labov's tJ 977) Story grammar), evaluative items. and 
cohcsil"c adcquocy. Therefore the raw scores of the dependent measures listed in Table 2.4 
below ""'ere convened imo percemages in order to comrul for this variability. The 
pcrcemages were lhen used to calculale the means and slandard deviations for all the 
dependent variables. A Multiple Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was then undenmn 10 
elliooine the mnin and inter;lC\ion effects for group. task. and time. for tile dependent 
variables. Multivariate and univariate testS of significance were undenaken. Tbe PHiais 
Test (p) was used \0 lind levels of signi ficance. When p < 0.05, signilicanl differellCes 
were round. 
, --.::: TA8LE 1.4: OEPENDENT VARIABLES - J 
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2.8 Measures of reliability 
A specific aim of this study was to apply more stringem methods of measurement in !he 
analysis of n:tmllivc discourse. As. menliQlled previously. validity and reliability have 
become incre:l5ingJy imponnnt aspects to language sampling nnd :m.aIysis of discourse 
producliQllS (S trOllg nnd Shaver. 1991. Monis-Friehe wd Sanger; Hux et at .. (997). 
Reliability IS a central concern becau.o;e it i .~ a necessaf}'. allhough nO( sufficient. 
jn~uisjle 10 lbel ~ahdily of lbel scores (Ebel. 1965; HopkJns &. Slnnley. 198]; Lord &: 
Novick. 1968; Nunn:llly. 1978 in Slrong &. Sha~ocr. 1991). If Ihe assessment is reliable· th.1t 
is. if the resul1s of lbel measurement an: consistent. and if tbe measuremc:nlS are repealable 
(Nunnally. 1918 in Strong &. Sha\ocr. (99 1) - lhe scures ha\"e meaning (Strong and Sha\"Cr. 
1991). As. Ebel (1965: p.3(9) stDted. "Only 10 lbe degree that test SC«e.'i are re]iable can 
they be useful for any purposc: whal.l'oe\·er.'· 
Reliability Dlso includes the lIOIion Ihal each measun:menl is subject 10 some dcgJtt of 
measun:mcnt errOl" (.Iso referred to as random elTor) (Thorndike. 1983). Data thai relies on 
perccpcua] Judgment is suhjeo. 10 measurement error. :md may contain an elemcm of 
subjectivity (Cucchiarini . 1995). Measurement error reduces the repcalability of the 
assessmenlS. and so their reJiabiluy. There are Ihree sources o f rnndom error Ihal are 
1)-picaUy of concern: ( I) inconsistency In coding or scoring; (2) clements of the ICSt; and (3) 
varilll ions in lhe troil bemg assessed (Nunnally. 1978). 
For the purpose of this study inter-observer agreement wa.~ used to detennine transcriptiOll 
und score reliabilily lIS il is 0 common technique for estimating re liabiHly in speech-
llIOguage palhology research (Cordes. 1994 in Hux CI al. . 1997). l1ie Ihree Iranscribc~ and 
two scorers were all qual ified speech tncrapists . 
2.8.1 IntcNatcr Reliability 
mlcr-cbscrver agreement wa.s determined in this study. This served to 3SS¢SS the extCII\ 10 
... hich dJfferem observe rs or raters agree that lhey see lbe same phenomena (Ilux et at .. 
(997). Accordmg to HUl( et al. . (1991) inter-raler ag~menl consists or a number of 
assumptions. Fimly. the ralers mUSt share an underslandmg of what trail IS being raled. 
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Secondly, t~ raters must be able to determine the occurrenc¢ or non-occurrence of what is 
being measured. Finally. the raters must have a common means of recording the 
occurrence of the targeted behaviour or trait. 
2.8.1 .1 TRANSCRlPTION REllABtLlTY 
The transcription reliability was delennirlCd by word-by-word reliabil ity (also referred to as 
a point by poin t agreement or percentage agreement) (Cucchat ini . 1995). The transcriptiOIl 
agreement indices arc generally calcli lated by a word-by-wonl agreement procedure. 
The word-by-word percentage were calculated us ing the followi ng formu la tCucchatini. 
1995 ): 
Number of Agreements 
X 100 
Number of Agreements .. Number of Disagreements 
(Total Words) 
In this study. two transcribers randomly selected 20% of each sample of narrative 
productions. and independently lrnnscribed them (Strong & Shaver. 1991). Inter-rater 
wu,<I-lJ)'-wV\d agH:CIH~" l.< fOl Transcriber I versus Trans.oriw 2 . Tra""criber 2 vcrsus 
Transcriber 3. and Transcriber I versus Tr.mscriber 3, arc presented below in Tables 2.5. 
2.6. and 2.7 respectively. 
TABLE 2..5: WOOD-BY-WORD AGREEMEJIT FOR TRANSCRIPTION.: TRANSCRIBER I VERSlJS 
TRANSCRIBER 2 
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TABLE U , WORQ.BY·WOAD AGARMENT FOATRANSCAIPTlON: TAAHSCAI8EA 2 VERSUS 
nlANSCRIDER 3 
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Wort!-by-word agrtCnlcm rcsuhcd in mean percentage agrcc lJlcnL~ of 95.87% for 
Ir.k!l!ienbcrs I and 2. 98.32% for Ir~nSC1ibcrs 2 ~nd 3, and 93.7% for lranscribers I ~nd 3. 
The.<;c resulL~ indku\e high inter-raiN transcription rdiubllily. 
2.8 .1 .2 C OOER RELIABILITY 
An addllLonai coder was tr.uned to an;\ly'C a r~ndOl]dy selectcd 20 % of cach nJmlllve 
'I;lmple (Strong ~n.d Shaver. 1991). The coder sc le<;;tcd the s:ul1ples r~ndol1lly IUlIl un;~yscd 
the tr.IfISCrib...'"d data accordmg 10 tlJ(- 11M.·lhod~ Chal were uscd in this siudy. This included 
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coding of c()hcrcn~c. evalun lioll. and cohesion. This allowed the researcher 10 dt:lermine 
whether lhe method of analysis Ihal was used was ConsiSlenl :Kross all nllmlllve 5:lMlllies. 
The c.xler was lruined for oppmximmdy 4 10 6 hours before mleN:.ler cOOIng began 
Training included dl.~eussion of .'\Conng including Iypes of evalualive elements found m 
Ilarr.uive PfndllCl ions. eoherel ..... e. and cohesIon. Practice 1n:r.ls "ere carried OUt on samples 
thaI wac nOl included inlo the final samples used to determine uner-coder reh~bl l!ly . The 
coder randomly selCCled 20% of e:leh samplt: and coded each lrJllscriplioll indepeOOenll)'. 
Inler·r;ller word·by·word agreement fnr coding of CoherellCe, evaIU~li()Il all(! COheSIon was 
cakulBtoo. and is presented in Tables 2.8. 2.9. mid 2.10 respectively Word·by·word 
agreement resulted in mean pertenl!lge agreemenl~ of 98.78% for coherence. 97.82% for 
evaiuallon. !Ill(! 99.78 % for l'ohcsion. These results indicale high inler·rJler coder 
rehabll .. ),. 
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2.8.2 Intra-rater Reliability 
2.8.2.1 T RANSCRIPTION REUABILITY 
The researclK-r randomly selected 15% of each narmtive sampk for transcription (Morris-
Frichc and Sungcr. I 992). The rcsC<lrthcr IrJ.nscribcd the selected samples a second lime. 
A word·by·word agreement was calculated and an agreement percentage determined. The 
results are presented in Table 2.11. 
TABLE 2.11: lNTRARAT'ERTRANSCRIP1'lON RElJABIUTY 
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A< can be '\eel! from Taole 2. I I ntl(J\"c. n mean agrc:cmelll pcrccmage of~.4 1% for imra-
mlcr rellabll ily was oOI&med. I nthcalll!g lugh mlra-nuer rc llabdlly for Ir.1l1scnpliun. 
2 .8 .2 .2 CODER R EUABIUTY 
15% of each narrative sample was randomly seleclcd (Morris-Friehe and Sanger. 1992). 
The SCICCI~-.J 'IIlmplc was scored a Sl"COnd lime by lhe researcher. Ag~in. a word -Oy-word 
agrecmcm was calculated and agreement percentages dctcrmmcd for cohen:ncc, eva!uaIJOfl. 
and cohe~ion. The ~uh~ arc shown in Tublcs 2. 12 for coherence . Taole 2.13 for 
ev:!luauon. and 2. 14 fur cohesIon 
I YULE 1.12: INTRARATER REUABIUTY FOR COHERENCE j 
., "'\ ~ " • "'i c, c C 
!uLOl ""'~ '''''~ '''''." ""'~ ... , ". , ,,~ ,,~ '" 
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~ 
100.01 '''''<><j '''''." 100.01 97.6 '''''." ,,~ ""I 98.64 ~~ I 
~ ,,~ '''''.oj '00. , ... '''''oj ''''' .• '" ".oj '" ~iD2 
U~~ '00 oj "<Xj '00. '00 oj "9 '''''. 97.7 " oo! "'" • LD 3 , TABLE 2.13: INT"RARATER A£LIAIIIUTY FOR EVALUATION 
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I T,l.BlE 2.1': .NTRA·R ... TER RELIA8IUTV fOR COHESION T . , . 
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Word·by·wor(] intm-rmcr rehab!! •• y measures re.~l,Ihed a mean 3gfeemCnl pcTCcnl~C: of 
9\1,77% for cohereocc. 89.23% for cvalualion a",197.21 % for oohe.\ion. 
Tbi.~ seclion prC:_CRled the methodology adop,cd in Ihls sludy. In the folio.. ing 'OCClion the 
re~ullS of Ihe language unpaired Icamlng IMabled and non-teaming dil'abk'd young 
adoleSCI.'!l1' ~ pc:J'form:lllce on lhe narrnll VI.' dlI'CoulSC In.~ks '" III be prc.o;cntc:d. 
MIiTIIODQUJGl' " 
3 RESULTS 
In this section tlie results of the findin gs from the IIIllllysis of tile narr..!ti .. !: discoul"§e 
productions of the lungu~gc IInp~ired learning disabled (ULD) and non-leaming disabled 
(non-ULD) , ubjec\s IlIl: presented. As discussed in the previous section. the analySIs W3.$ 
undcr1al::cn on a macroiinguislic level. This include!! the analysis of cohercna: and 
collesion. 
As discusscd in the previous scction. tile perccnlllgcs ",-ere used 10 calculate means and 
standard deviations. Table 3.1 dIsplays the means for toeal number of words. rollO of 
number of events \0 100al number of words, and evenlS classified according 10 Labov's 
( 1977) slory gr.lIIumlr. Table 3.2 below displa}'1 the means fOf the cva!uatj\'e dependem 
.. anable!' lJslCd. Final ly_ Table 3.3 displays lhe means for cohesive adequacy for the LlLD 
and non·ULD groups. 
To cx:unine the main and interaction dfeds rOf the dependent language sample variables 
IlSled above. a Multipk AnalySIS of Variance (MA1\'OVA) was used. Comput3tions were 
completed WIth tile Slallstical Progr.un for the Social SdellCts (SPSS) prognuTI 1lle 
MANOVA was used to find lluff main effects: group (con trol versus expcnmentlll group). 
taSk (namtth'e from picture, personal narrative. ;md narrative retelling) and time (thn:c 
te$UJlg sessions), In addition. interaction effect for group by lask. group by time. task by 
time. and group by task by lime. wcre examined. FiI'Sl.. multivariate and then univari3te 
tests of signi ficance .... 'C'1'e Ill1denmn. Tile unl,·.mate tesb o f sigmficance .... 'C're appl ied In 
order 10 Cv:JIu:t1e every individual dependent variable independently. Tht- PilIa;s test (P) 
was used 10 find levels o f sigmflC3nce. The 0.05 level o f significance was selccted as rtle 
error rate fOT each hypothesis 
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TABLE 3.1 : MEANS AND STANDARD DEVlAT10NS FOR TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS. RAnD OF 








TABLE 3.2: !,lEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIDNS FOR EVAlUATIVE ELEMENTS FOR NON·ULO ANO 
LILa SUBJECTS 
RES ULTS 
TABLE 3.3: MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR COHESIVE ADEDUACY FOR NON·ULD ANO 
LILD SUBJECTS 
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3.1 Total Number of Words 
The univariate test of~ignifjcance revealed one main effect for group (F" 10 12: df _ l. 36; 
p " 0.003). oue main effec\ for task (F = 50.47. df '" 2. 36 ; p:o 0). and no main effect for 
lime. Th~re was an inl~rac!ion effecl for group by task (F", 3.94: df:o 2. 36; p = 0 .028). 
T he main effecl for group indicates tbat there were s ignificant differences between the non· 
LlLD and LlLO young adoJ~nts on the tola] number of words used. The non-LlLO used 
significantly more words than the ULO young adolescents. The main effect for task shows 
lh:11 the retelling task produeed significantly more words than the other two t:lsks. There 
was no main effect for time. indicating that tile uumber of words used across time was 
stable. Finally the iutcmClion effect for group by slimulus indicales that tile differences 
belween the two groups on total number of words is significantly nt:l!\;miSt:d in the story 
retelling ta.~k. The group by stimulus interaction effec t is depicted in Figure 3, I below. 
3000 ? 2500 • Means for 2000 ... LlLD 1500 
1000 • Mean s far 
500 -- - ~ NON-LiLD 0 
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f IGURE 3.1: INTERACTION EffECT FOR GROUP BY STIMULUS fOfl TOTAL NUMBER Of' WORDS 
HI!SUL7'S J8 
3.2 Ratio of Events to Total Number of Words 
There was a main effect for group (F '" 4.25; df '" I. 36; p = 0.047). no main effect for task. 
one main effcct for time (F '" 8.51; df", 2, 36; p '" 0.01). and one interaction effcct for 
group by time by stimulus (F = 3.03; df = 4. 36; p '" 0.03). wilen the univariate test of 
significance was applied. 'The results from Ihis dcpendent variable must Ix: viewed with 
caution. as the analysis results were unstable. The main effect for group indicates that there 
were differences between the ULD and non-U ID on the r.uio of cvents to total number of 
words . The gcnernl trend was for the Ll LD subjects 10 use more words pet event than the 
non-LILD subjects The main effect for time shows th~t session two produced more words 
per event than the other two session$. Finally. the interaction effect for groop by time by 
task. indicates that the unique combination oftimc 2 and the story retelling task. m:uimized 
group differences. 
3.3 Events Classified According to Labov's (1977) Story 
The variable Abstract was nOt included in the analysis because. the whole range was zero 
for both groups. Although tOLaI number of events. eoda. resolution, and to a lesse r extent 
orientation. were analysed. tbere was liule variance within them. which resulted in unstab le 
anal)'l'is results. In tOla!. the univari,u.:, test of signifieance revealed 4 gTOOp ""'in effects. 4 
stimulus main effects. 1.ero main time effects. and I interaction effect for group by stimulus. 
The three main group effecL~ included: tolal number of events (F '" 13.42; df = I. 36; 
P = 0.001). orientation (F = 5.40; df = I. 36; p '" 0.026), complicating action (F"" 23.87; 
df = I. 36; p '" 0). and evaluat ion (F '" 70 .25; df", I. 36; p '" 0). lllc general trend was for 
the nOll -LlLD subjects to use more total number of events. orientation and complicating 
action than the LTLD subjects. Furthermore. the non-LIl..D subjc<:ts produced signifkant ly 
morc evaltUltion than the LT LD subjects. 
The three main stimulus effects included: tOial number of events (F "" 50.27; df = 2. 36; 
p = 0). orientation (F:: 10.79; df:: 2. 36; p:: 0). resolution (F :: 15.77; df:: 2. 36; p = 0). 
and coda (F = 5.26; df '" 2, 36; p = 0.01). The general trend was that more orientation. 
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resolution. :md coda were used in personal narrahvcs and PICCU~ n::uraCive casks than Che 
~Cory·reteJling task. Howcvcr, more t01a1 nwnber of events W35 used in tbe ~ory retelling 
task. The interaction effeel for group by st imulus indicated thal lhe differences between the 
two I:;roups were signlficanl1y maximized in the story-retelling task. This inlerxtlOil effect 
is depicted in Figure 3.2. 
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FIGURE 3.2: tNTERACTIO N EffECT f OR GROUP BY TASK FOR TOTAl. NUMBER OF EYaITS 
3.4 Evaluation 
When the multivariate test of significance was calCUlated, there were no m:tin cffects for 
time, 2 main effeclS fur group. and no main dTct:1 for task 11lcn: was I main effcct for 
lime, 6 main effects for group. 4 mnin effecls for task when the univariate test of 
significance: WllS calculated. Furthermore, I interaction cffcci fOf group by task was found 
using the univariate teS! of significance. 
3.4.1 Main Effects for Time 
When the multiv;uiale teS! of significance was applied, none of the dependent evaluation 
"ariablcs (inlCnsiflen. compar.llOTS. WId com:l:lIive.5) were sign ifICantly ,hffereni for the 
RESULTS 
three testing wnes When tnc univariate test WIIS applied. only one variable was significant 
for time: explicatives (f. 6.49; df = 2, 36; P = 0.04). No other evaluative element changed 
slijJllfK:antly over time. 
3.4.2 Main Effects for Task 
When the multivariale tCSt of siijJl lficance WIIS applied none of the dependent evaluation 
vllliables (intensi fiers, eomparutoN. and oorrelativcs) were significantly different for the: 
three tasks: narrative from a picmrc. perl>Onal narrative. and story retelling. 
When the univariate test of significance WIIS applied. four of tbe dependent evaluati\'e 
variables were significantly different for tbe three tllSks: questions (F = 13.39538: 
df:. 2, 12; P • 0.01). impcnuives (F = 4 .83807; df '" 2. 12: p = 0.029). superlatives 
(F .. 4.34042: df ... 2.12: p" 0.038). and uplic:uives (F = 5.65; df:: 2. 36: p:: 0.0 19). With 
respe!.:t to compa.r.uotS. tbe retellmg task tended to ylcld more questions and impcnuivcs. 
On the other hand. the pclllOll:ll nlUl'ati\'e task ehcited signifieant ly more superlatives than 
the otl'lcr tWO task$. In addition. the personal n:unt.lJ\'C produecd significantly II"IllI"e 
uplicnllvcs in this study, 
3.4.3 Main Effects for Group 
There were two main e ffects for gtVllp when the multivariate test of significmce was ~d: 
compar.IlOrs (F = 11.98; df = 9. 4: p = 0 .01.5) lind correlatives (F = 7.43: df = 2. 10; 
p=OOII). 
When the unh'ariate le.~t of si£l1ificance was used, si~ of the dependent evaluative Y.lriablcs 
were slgluflCanrly different for tbe two groups: cxpres,sive phonology (F = 8.47997: df:: I . 
12; p '" 0.013). repetition (F • 4 .65807. df '" I. 12; p ,. 0.05), questions (F., 17.44602: 
df:: I. 12: p '" 0.001). quasinlodals (F = 7.61586: df = I. 12; p '" 0.017). or-clause:s 
(F:: 7.64317; df", I. 12: p '" 0.017) and progl"l:SSlves (F -= 16 15958: df:: l. II ; P = 0.02). 
With respect to IIltellSlfiers. the non·LlLD used signIficantly Ulore expressivc phonology 
and repetition. Three of tbe SIX main efrects were foond with comparator Indicators: 
qUCSlIOllS. quasimodals lUld or-clauses. Ag.alll. the non-LILD used significandy more 
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questions. quasimOOa!s. and or-clauses On the other hand, the LlLD sub)e(:ls used 
significantly more progressives than the non-LU..D. 
3.4.4 Interactive Effects : Group by Task 
No interactive: effects for group by ta~k were found for any de:pendent evaluative: variable. 
when the multivariate test of significance was used. When the univariate: lest of 
significance was used. one: inLcrolCtive c:ffl'Ct for group by task was found: questions 
(F = 8.98993: df= 2. 12: p = 0,(4). The: interaction e:ffect depicted in Figure 3.3 indicates 
that the story rete lling task nlllximizc:s the: differences between the: non-LILD and ULD 
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FIGURE 3.3, INTERACTION EfFECT FOR GROUP BY STtMULUS FOR QUESTIONS 
3_5 Cohesion 
There: wa.~ one: main effect for group. one main e:ffect for ta.~k and no main effect for time. 
when the mul tivariate test of significance was applied. When the univariate lest of 
significance wa.~ calculated. there were two main effects for group. 3 main effects for task. 
and no main effect for time. No inLeraction effects were: found. 
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1"""'. TABLE2.1: BIOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL INFOA"'AT10N OF TtIE UlD SUBJECTS I •• 
lILD 1 lILD2 lILD 3 
CI1!IONOLOGICAL AGe 13.0 13.0 13.2 
SU Mm M~ M~' 
"'~ SO;o::oi. FOR LEARNING SCHOOL FOR LEAANING SC>iOOl. FOR 
OIS.o.BILI'TIES DIS,oJl IUTIES lEAf\NINQ DISABIUTIES 
C~, , , , 
NO. DFYEARSAf 7 (1 REPEAT) 7 ( 1 REPEAT) 7 (1 REPEAT) 
""~ 
S'GNIFICA.NT '-lEIlIC ..... N.A.O • FAEOUE.>IT EAR ALLERGIES 
HISTORY INFECTIONS 
• ADHD 
MfOICAnoo NAO RIT"UN " 0 
La. A VERAG E A VERAGE ABOVE AVEf\AGE 
1" WGUAGE ENGLISI! ENGUSH ENGLISH 
PREVIOUS SPEEO .. HISTORY OF SPEEC H H'STOOV 0" UM/THl H ISTORY OF DElAYED 
THERAPY REPOFl1'S DlFf'ICIJ.. TIES, RECEPTIVE AUOITOAY MEMORY, AND EXPRESSIVE 
...,.0 EXPRESSIVE E.ANGUAGE UMiTED EXPRESS IVE lANGlJ.o.GE, WE.AJ( 
DELAY, AUDITORY Lt.NGlJAGE iUllunes ,~~ 
PERCEPTU ..... DI FFICULTIES, PERCEPTUAL S~I LLS. 
>.NO WOOD·Flr<DING WEAA ... UDITORY 
DiFFiClA. TV MEMORy SKILLS, AND 
WOIlO-FINDING 
O<FAC\JlTY 
CURRENT T HER""" SPeECH TH ERAPY ONCE A SPEECH THERAPY TV/ICE SPEE(:M TrlEIlAPV 
WEEK FOR WRITTEN A WEEK FOR EXPR ESSIVE Of'.oCE A W\:EK FOR 
lANGUAGE D:FFICLl.TIES AND WR lnEN lANOVAGE WRITTEN l.N<GUAGE 
~~R""'" EOUCAn ON 
OIFFICUUIES OIFflCu..nES 
• POOR Wf1lnEN • POOl! W Hi nE!'< • RECEIVED 
REPORTS LANG UAGE S KILLS 00"' OCCUPATIONAL 





• POOR MATrlEMA7 1CAL THERA PY 
.o.BILl71 ES 
W EAK WIlITTEt< • 
• RECEIVED LANGUAGE SIIllLS 
OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY 
M 1;.'1'1/O/)OLOG Y 13 
2.3.3.2 THE CONTROL SUBJECTS 
A sUrnm;\ry of (he biological i l1forl1l~tiol1 and <.:li l1ical il1fonn~tion for the connal ~ubje~15 
(NON-LlLD) is iIlustmted in Table 2.21x:Iow. 
TABLE 2.2: BtOLOGICAL AND CUN(CAL tNFOAMATl(»j, OF THE CDHTROI. SUBJECTS 
NON·LlLO 1 NON·LlLO 2 NON.LlL03 
CHAONCM.OGICAL AGE 13.3 12.6 13.2 
Sn "," ",co ",,-, 
SCHOOL MAiNSTRENoI SCHOOl. MAINsTREAM SCHOOl. MAlNST~ $OtOOI. 
o,~ , , , 
No. OF V~AAS AT ScHOOl. , , , 
SiCNlfI(:AHT MEDICAL. M.A.D. MAD. M.A.D. 
HlSTORV 
MEOICATlOOI ..... """' "'"' l " l1J'fGUAGE "'""~ ""'"~ "'~ 
Gf.NERAL. EO\IC.lnOOIAL. AVERAGE STUDENT AVERAGE Sl\ItIENI AaovE AVEAAGE .. ~ ,n.,'" 
2.4 Pilot Study 
The te>! procedure was Piloted on one languase·impaired learning disabled subject and one 
control subject With no known language ImpalTTTlelll. These children were not mc!udcd III 
the mam Sludy. The SOIl'Ile namltive t,.,,~, ,,·cre (ldminiSicred to both SUbJc<;IS mdividu31ly 
and the discourse snmplcs were video recorded The purposc of the pilot investigatIOn. was 
to de(cmllOe the ~uitlibilHy or the l'Il~tenaJ I1Ild to determine whether the selected procedurc 
waS :ldcqume for the e hciu,lIon or (I narrJt ive d,sco,,~ snmple. In udd llion. 10 determine 
whether the l"iJUtpmrm thm wa. used W(lS suitable lot TI-"Cordms the narrulivcs FIIlJlly. the 
pilot study was used to refine My p!Ol:edur:li Qild scoring aspects. 
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2.5 Data Collection 
2.5.1 Narrative Discourse Tasks And Materials 
The elicilalion procedure was designed so Ihal the subjecI used a minimum of unproces,ed 
or 'over·learned' informal ion bUI 1'101 so loosely controlled Ihal the subject's production 
could 1'101 be inlerpR:ted or compared to Ihat of others (Liles, 1993). 
As mentioned previously the most crilical pan of a , (udy investigating the production of 
narrative is Ihe procedure chosen for el icitation (Liles, 1993). The two most common types 
of elicitation procedufl:s arc story retelling and >tory g:encr:uion (Scolt. 1988). BOIh the 
story retelling and ~tory gener~l ion el icitation procedures were used in Ihis 'Iudy a.~ Ihey 
involve dilTerent processes (Mcrrit & Liles. 1989). Dnd the investigator was imerested in 
examining the influence o f different tash on narrative production. 
Story retelling involves recognition of the story schema. comprehension of the causal and 
tempornl n:lations joining the story parts together, and then production of the .~tory. Thus. 
in a recall task . a subject is asked to remember a SIOry structure that has already been 
provided (Merritt & Liles. 1989). 
On the otbcr hand. Ihe ,lOry generation task imposes increased complexity because the 
subject mU,1 construct a story structure of his or her own. In onler to generate a story 
effectively. the individual must conceptualise a slOry '\Chema inclUding the characters. 
actions, events and plans. The subject must then ,ystematically produce organised 
sentences within a coherent text so that a listener is able to comprehend the story {Merritt & 
Liles. 1989}. 
2.5.1.1 STORy-RETEllING 
The story·retelling ta~k wa.~ included in Ihis slUdy for the following reason.. Firstl y. the 
subjects' departure from the original story provides the inve,tig3tor with rieh sources of 
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3.5.1 Main Effects For Group 
There was one group main effect for comparative reference (F = 2.85; df = 3, 34; 
P = 0.05), when the multivariate test was calculated. The non-Lll.D in this study used 
significantly more comparative reference than the Lll.D young adolescents. 
When the univariate test of significance was applied, two cohesive adequacy elements were 
significantly different for the two groups: complete comparative reference (F = 6.98; 
df = 1, 36; p = 0.012) and complete conjunctions (F = 6.98, df = 1, 36; P = 0.012). The 
non-LllD used significantly more complete comparative reference and complete 
conjunctions. 
3.5.2 Main Effects for Task 
There was one task main effect when the multivariate test was calculated: comparative 
reference (F = 2.44, df = 6, 70; P = 0.034). The story-retelling task elicited significantly 
more comparative reference than the other two tasks. 
There were three task effects when the univariate test of significance was applied: complete 
comparative reference (F = 7.97; df = 2, 36; p = 0.001), complete substitution (F = 7.03; 
df = 2, 36; P = 0.03), and complete conjunctions (F = 7.97; df = 2, 36; 
P = 0.001). Significantly more complete comparative reference, complete substitution, and 
complete conjunctions were used in the story-retelling task. 
This section presented the results in this study. A discussion of these findings will be 
presented in the following section. 
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4 DISCUSSION 
Three questions regarding the narrative discourse productions of language impaired 
learning disabled young adolescents were addressed in this study. Firstly, one of the 
research questions was whether there were statistically significant differences between the 
LllD and non-LllD subjects, on total number of words, ratio of total number of words to 
the total number of words, total number of events, coherence, evaluation, and cohesive 
adequacy, irrespective of time of measurement and type of task. Secondly, this study 
addressed the issue of task effects on the narrative productions of LllD and non-LllD 
subjects. Thirdly, the examiner investigated the stability of the dependent measures over 
three measurement times. A discussion on the findings in this study is discussed below. 
4.1 Group Membership Differences 
It was expected that the LILD subjects would obtain a lower mean score than non-LllD 
subjects on each of the dependent measures, except for the incomplete and erroneous 
cohesive adequacy scores, where lower mean scores indicate higher cohesive adequacy. 
The results indicated that significant group differences were found for total number of 
words, total number of events, complicating action, total evaluation, evaluation (expressive 
phonology, repetition, questions, quasimodals, or-clauses, progressives), complete 
comparative reference, and complete conjunctions. All of the significant differences 
between the mean scores for the two groups were in the expected direction, except for 
progressives. In addition, group differences were also found for orientation. However, this 
latter finding must be viewed with caution given that the results were unstable due to the 
little variance of scores for this measure. 
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4.1.1 Total Number of Words 
The non-LllD subject's used significantly more words in their narratives, irrespective of 
time of measurement and task. This finding support Feegans and Short (1984) and Roth 
and Spekman's (1986) studies that found that the stories generated by the learning-disabled 
children are shorter than their normally achieving peers. 
4.1.2 Ratio of Total NUITIber of Events and Total NUITIber of Words 
The results indicated that the LILD subjects used more words per event than the non-LILD 
subjects. In other words, the LllD subjects used more words to convey information than 
the non-LILD subjects. This finding supports Klein's (1984) study that found that some 
LllD children talk endlessly, but their language may be empty and repetitive. It must be 
noted that the inclusion of repetition of words and phrases in the word count may have 
contributed to these findings. 
4.1.3 Coherence 
As mentioned in section 2 of this study, a fully formed narrative may consist of: an abstract, 
orientation, complicating, resolution, coda, and evaluation (Labov, 1977). The results 
indicated that all subjects had the essential elements in their narrative discourse production: 
orientation, complicating action, resolution and evaluation. This supports previous 
research, which has contended that LllD subjects are able to organize their stories 
according to a story grammar (Graybeal, 1981 in Ripich and Griffith, 1988; Henshilwood, 
1998; Ripich and Griffith, 1989). This further supports other research, which has stated 
that learning-disabled children contain the basic ability to produce stories (Klecan-Aker and 
Kelty, 1990; Montague, Maddux, and Dereshiwsky, 1990; Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992; 
Roth and Spelanan, 1986, 1989). Finally, this finding supports Liles et al. (1995), as they 
state that the LllD children appear to be using, or attempting to use information typical of a 
normal developing child regarding the production of narrative discourse. Both the non-
LllD and LILD subjects did not use Abstracts in their narratives at all. However, this 
element is not an essential element in narrative discourse (Ulatowska et al., 1981). Despite 
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Coda being found less frequently than any other element of the narrative (Labov, 1977), 
both groups used coda. Both groups used coda to indicate that none of the events that 
followed were important to the narrative, and thus brought the narrator and the listener back 
to the point at which they entered the narrative (Labov, 1977). 
As indicated in section 3 of this study, group effects were found for the total number of 
events, orientation, complicating action, and evaluation. The LILD subjects provided 
significantly fewer total number of events (Le. fewer units of meaning), than the non-Lll.D 
subjects. This finding supports Feagans and Short (1984), Garett (1986) and Roth and 
Spekman's (1986) fmdings that learning-disabled subjects produce significantly fewer 
propositions per story than the normal achieving peers, indicating that the stories generated 
by the learning-disabled subjects contained fewer units of meaning than those produced by 
their normally achieving peers. However, it contradicts Henshilwood's (1998) findings that 
children with learning disabilities did as well as non-learning disabled subjects, with 
regards to the amount of information given. Henshilwood (1998) indicated that the nature 
and complexity of the task used in her study might have been too simple, with too few 
events or lacking the appropriate complexity to tap any existing linguistic deficits. The 
number of events in her retelling ranged from 50 to 86, whereas the retelling task in this 
study ranged from 498 to 521. The LILD subjects in this study reported less information 
that the non-Lll.D subjects. This supports Isaki and Plante (1997) study that suggests that 
language and/or learning disabled adults performed poorly on both short-term memory and 
working memory tasks. In addition, they interpreted their results as suggesting that 
language and/or learning disabled subjects have a general memory deficit, independent of 
modality (visual or auditory) and memory component (short term memory or working 
memory). They suggest that it is possible that both short-term memory and working 
memory abilities are relevant to the understanding of long-term language skill deficits of 
language and/or learning disabled adults, i.e. verbal memory difficulties may be a long term 
component of language and/or learning disability. 
As mentioned above, the general trend was for the non-LILD subjects to use more 
orientation, and significantly more complicating action and evaluation. This indicates that 
even though the LILD subjects in this study do use orientation, complicating action, and 
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evaluation in their narratives, they provide less information than the non-LllD subjects 
within each of these elements of the story. These findings support Garrett's (1986) study, 
which found that students with learning disabilities tended to omit key information about 
settings (time, place, and characters). In addition, it supports Roth and Spekman's (1986) 
findings, as the LllD subjects in their study spent less time giving story context 
information than their normally achieving peers. 
4.1.4 Evaluation 
In addition to the basic narrative clause, evaluation is perhaps the most important aspect of 
a narrative (Labov, 1977). Labov described it succinctly by describing it as the narrative's 
'raison d'etre' (Labov, 1977: 366), i.e. why the narrative was told, and what the narrator is 
getting at. When no evaluation is used, it may render the story pointless from the listener's 
point of view, and may leave the listener thinking; 'So what?' about the speaker's narrative. 
A good narrator is continually warding off this question (Labov, 1977). As mentioned 
above, non-LIT..,D subjects in this study used significantly more evaluation. This supports 
Henshilwood's (1998) findings that the general trend was for the LllD subjects to use less 
evaluation than the control subjects. It is proposed that the non-LllD subject's were 
pragmatically more aware of keeping the listener's interest than the non-LllD subjects in 
this study by using more evaluative statements. 
Both groups used all evaluative elements in their narratives, except for double attributives. 
However, Labov (1977) found that double attributives were relatively rare in colloquial 
style, and is associated with very complex syntax. 
From the evaluative mean scores depicted in Table 3.2, it can be seen that both groups used 
quantifiers more than any other evaluative element. This supports Labov (1977) findings, 
which indicated that quantifiers are the most common means of intensifying a clause used 
by narrators of all age levels. 
The non-LllD subjects used significantly more expressive phonology and repetition than 
the LllD subjects. The finding that LllD subjects use significantly fewer repetition 
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intensifiers than the non-LILD subjects supports Henshilwood (1998) who found a similar 
trend. 
The results indicated that significant differences were not found between the two groups for 
negatives, futures, and modals. However, the LILD subjects used significantly less 
questions, quasimodals and or-clauses. This may be explained by the fact that these 
measures are syntactically more complex (Labov, 1977) than negatives, futures, and 
modals, and therefore used less frequently in the LllD narrative productions. On the other 
hand, the LILD subjects used significantly more progressives than the non-LILD subjects. 
Despite, comparatives having the highest level of syntactic complexity of all the 
comparators, both groups used this category and no significant differences were found 
between the two groups. 
4.1.5 Cohesive Ties and Cohesive Adequacy 
The mean cohesive adequacy scores depicted in Table 3.3 reveal that both groups used all 
cohesive ties. However, anaphoric reference, lexical ties, and conjunctions were the most 
used categories used by both groups. This finding supports Mentis and Prutting (1987) who 
found that referential and lexical types of cohesion were the most commonly used 
categories in normal narrative productions. The findings in this study also supports 
Henshilwood (1998) who found that both the LILD subjects and their normally developing 
controls used anaphoric reference and lexical ties the most. Similarly, research conducted 
by Rumble and Malan (1990) found that anaphoric reference and conjunctions were the 
most commonly used ties in their research. 
The mean cohesive adequacy scores depicted in Table 3.3, also revealed that substitution 
was the least used cohesive category for both groups. This finding supports research 
documented by Rumble and Malan (1990) and Henshilwood (1998). 
The multivariate test of significance reported in the results revealed that there were no 
significant differences between the two groups on demonstrative reference, anaphoric 
reference and lexical ties. These results contradict findings by Liles (1985) study on 
language-disordered children. Her study found that the normal subjects used a significantly 
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greater percentage of personal reference ties than the language-disordered subjects, whereas 
the language-disordered used a significantly greater percentage of demonstrative reference 
and lexical ties. The results from the present study suggest that LILD subjects are able to 
use devices that identify referent in narrative texts, which consist of a complex integration 
of ideas as ties accumulate, and chain throughout the narratives. Given that there were no 
significant differences between the two groups on lexical cohesion, it indicates that LILD 
young adolescents are able to create continuity of meaning in a narrative text either by 
reiteration or through the selection of words that fall into a particular semantic field. 
Because lexical cohesion signals continuity of meaning in a text, it provides a systematic 
measure of topic maintenance (Mentis & Prutting, 1987). The findings in this study show 
that the LILD young adolescents are able to maintain narrative topics. 
The multivariate test of significance did however reveal that the Lll.D subjects used 
significantly less comparative reference than the non-LILD subjects. In addition, the 
univariate test of significance showed that the LILD subjects used significantly less 
complete comparative reference and complete conjunctives. This supports Garett's (1986) 
fmding which suggests that the learning disabled subject's stories are less cohesive than 
subject's without leaning disabilities. Similarly, it supports Liles, Duffy, Merritt, and 
Purcell (1995) study, which found that the percent of complete cohesive ties is effective at 
differentiating language-disordered children from children without language disorder. 
Finally, it supports Liles (1987) study, as the children with normal language skills in her 
study used a higher frequency of complete conjunctives than the language-disordered 
children. However, it must be highlighted that the univariate test of significance showed 
that when LILD subjects used comparative reference and conjunctives, there was no 
significant difference between the two groups on accuracy, i.e. the Lll.D subjects did not 
use significantly more incomplete and erroneous comparative reference and conjunctions. 
This finding supports Ripich and Griffith's (1988) study on 9 to 12 year old children. They 
found that the number of cohesive devices increased and the tendency to use reference 
errors in cohesion decreased with age. 
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4.2 Task Effects 
The use of multiple narrative discourse tasks has become a common practice for eliciting 
spoken language samples (Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). Despite this, little consensus 
concerning the most appropriate procedures for collecting and analyzing narratives across 
populations exists (Cole et al., 1989; MacLachlan and Chapman, 1988; Merritt and Liles, 
1989; Owens, 1991; Scott, 1988 in Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). 
The results of this study support the conclusion of previous research (Roth & Spekman, 
1989) that story generation and story retelling are both effective measures of narrative 
ability, and that they both activate a cognitive organization consistent with story schema In 
the present study both the non-LILD and LILD subjects produced story components 
representative of story grammar, regardless of whether a story model was provided. 
However, this study supports Merritt and Liles (1989) conclusion that story retelling is 
more clinically useful with older children for an assessment of narrative ability than story 
generation. The reasons proposed by the researcher for this are stated below. 
Firstly, the results of this investigation indicated that the story retelling task prompted 
longer samples (Le., more total number of words) from both the non-LILD and LILD 
subjects. This finding supports the findings of Merritt and Liles (1989), Morris-Friehe and 
Sanger (1992), and Strong & Shaver (1991). In addition, this study supports Iglesias, 
Guitierrez-Clellen and Marcano (1986) who found that movie themes tended to elicit longer 
and more elaborate narratives than personal narratives. Secondly, the retold narratives 
contained more events than the generation tasks. Merritt and Liles (1989) findings 
indicated that for clinical purposes, story retelling was more useful than narrative 
generation, as the stories contained more complete episodes and grammatical components 
for both the learning disabled and normal achieving subjects. 
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Thirdly, the story-retell task in this study yielded significantly more complete Comparative 
reference, complete conjunctives, and complete substitutions than the generation tasks. 
This supports Ripich and Griffith's (1988) finding that story retelling provides information 
regarding the more salient features of narrative such as cohesive devices. 
It must be noted that there were more similarities between tasks for the dependent measure 
evaluation than differences. All three tasks elicited intensifiers, comparators, correlatives, 
and explicatives from both the LILD and non-LILD subjects. The only task differences 
were questions, imperatives, superlatives, and explicatives. The story retelling task yielded 
significantly more questions and imperatives than the generation tasks. In addition, the 
mean scores for evaluative elements depicted in Table 3.2, reveal that questions was not 
used at all by both groups of subjects for the narrative productions elicited from a picture 
task. This implies that if the examiner were interested in investigating LILD and normal-
developing subjects' use of questions and imperatives, then the story retelling task would be 
a better task to administer than either a narrative from a picture or personal narrative, as it 
elicits more questions and imperatives. On the other hand, the personal narrative yielded 
more superlatives and explicatives. 
4.3 Time-Ot-Measurement DiHerences 
One of the questions addressed in this research was whether there were statistically 
significant differences among the subjects' mean scores across the three measurement 
times, i.e. were the dependent variables' scores stable across time. A fmding of no 
significant difference among the mean scores indicates stability for the distribution of 
scores. The degree of stability across testing sessions is a significant issue in the valid 
assessment of the oral cohesion of language-impaired and normal-language children 
(Strong & Shaver, 1991). In order for results to be interpreted with confidence, researchers 
have collected data across a number of different testing times spaced at brief intervals to 
determine whether the scores fluctuate greatly across testing sessions (Strong and Shaver, 
1991; Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992), 
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, a Multiple Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to 
examine the main and interaction effects for time. The results indicated that there were no 
main effects for total number of words, coherence, cohesive adequacy, and evaluation, 
except for ratio of total number of events to total number of words and the explicative 
evaluative element. These findings in general support Henshilwood's (1998) findings. 
This researcher found that scores for all evaluative elements did not fluctuate across the 
three testing sessions. In addition, her results indicated that the cohesive ties -
Demonstrative Reference, Substitution, Conjunctives, and Lexical ties - were stable across 
the three testing sessions. However, her results indicated that anaphoric reference and 
ellipsis were unstable. Furthermore, the finding of stable mean cohesive adequacy scores 
across time of measurement, supports Strong & Shaver's (1991) findings. However, their 
study found that the correlational analysis across individual scores indicated moderate 
stability, and did not meet their research reliability criterion of 0.7. Stability was greater 
after children had experiences in telling stories. 
This section presented the discussion of the analysis undertaken in this study. The results 
were related to past research. In the next and last section, a more general discussion will be 
undertaken and the implications of this study outlined. 
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5 GENERAL DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND 
IMPLICATIONS 
5.1 General Discussion and Conclusions 
This study examined and compared the narrative production abilities of LILD and non-
LILD young adolescents on a number of measures: story length, amount of information, 
coherence, evaluation and cohesion. In addition, this study compared the performance of 
LILD and non-LILD subjects on three types of story elicitation tasks -story generation 
from a picture, story generation from personal experience, and story retelling. The task 
effects were examined given the current methodological concerns for eliciting language 
samples (Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992). Finally, this study investigated the stability of 
story length, story information, coherence, evaluation and cohesion scores over three 
measurement times. This information was essential if research findings were to be 
interpreted validly (Strong and Shaver, 1991). 
One of the most important clinical findings in this study was that the LILD subjects were 
able to retell and generate narratives. This supports previous research, which has contended 
that LILD subjects are able to organize their stories according to a story grammar 
(Graybeal, 1981 in Ripich and Griffith, 1988; Henshilwood, 1998; Ripich and Griffith, 
1989). This further supports other research, which has stated that learning-disabled 
children contain the basic ability to produce stories (Klecan-Aker and Kelty, 1990; 
Montague, Maddux, and Dereshiwsky, 1990; Morris-Friehe and Sanger, 1992; Roth and 
Spekman, 1986, 1989). 
Although the language impaired learning disabled young adolescents performed similarly to 
the non-learning disabled young adolescents, the discourse analysis did however reveal 
group differences. The LILD young adolescents produced significantly shorter narratives, 
and provided less information than the non-LILD subjects in both the story retelling and 
story generation tasks. The LILD subjects tended to use more words per event when 
compared to the non-LILD subjects. Although the results indicated that the LILD subjects 
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had the essential elements in both story retelling and story generation, they used less 
orientation, and significantly less complicating action, and evaluation. The LllD subjects 
and non-LlLD subjects performed similarly on their use of different types of evaluative 
elements. The only group differences found was that the non-LllD subjects produced 
significantly fewer questions and imperatives, but significantly more explicatives and 
superlatives than the non-LlLD subjects. No significant differences were found between the 
LlLD and non-LllD subjects on demonstrative reference, anaphoric reference and lexical 
ties. However, the LllD subjects used fewer complete comparators and complete 
conjunctions than the non-LllD subjects. The LllD subjects did not use significantly more 
erroneous and incomplete cohesive ties than the non-LllD subjects. A general trend 
emerged from this study that suggests that LllD young adolescents perform similarly to the 
non-LllD subjects, in that their stories are coherent, they use cohesive devises, and do not 
use significantly more incomplete or erroneous cohesive ties. However, because they 
provide less information, less evaluation, and less cohesion it renders their stories less 
coherent and cohesive than the non-LILD subjects. 
The results of this investigation support the conclusion that story generation and story 
retelling are both effective measures of narrative ability and that they both activate a 
cognitive organization consistent with story schema. Both the LllD and non-LllD 
subjects produced story components representative of story grammar, regardless of whether 
the task was a narrative retelling or generation task. There were however, several 
distinctions between the tasks, contributing to the conclusion that story retelling is more 
clinically useful with language-impaired learning-disabled young adolescents for an 
assessment of narrative discourse ability than story generation. The retold stories were 
significantly longer, and contained more information than the generation tasks. The story 
retelling task highlighted the memory problems, which are often found in this LllD 
population. The evaluative elements questions and imperatives were also used more in the 
story-retelling task. Finally, the story retelling task yielded significantly more complete 
comparative reference, complete SUbstitution, and complete conjunctives. On the other 
hand, the personal narrative task yielded more orientation, resolution, coda, and the 
evaluative elements superlatives and explicatives. 
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This study provides additional knowledge to the field of discourse productions in language 
impaired learning disabled young adolescents. The use of coherence and cohesion in the 
analysis of narrative discourse, proved invaluable in highlighting the subtle difficulties 
experienced by LILD young adolescents. In this study cohesive analysis, coherence, and 
evaluation, all served as potentially useful measures that are sensitive to discourse 
impairment that may not otherwise be identified or described except in an anecdotal 
manner. The use of three testing times and multiple tasks provided the examiner with a 
large language sample on which to analyse. The nature and complexity of the tasks used in 
this study were able to tap the less overt and subtler symptoms of the older LILD 
population. In addition, the materials used in this study were highly appropriate for this age 
group and culturally appropriate for this population. The materials elicited long stories 
from the subjects, and the subjects reported that they enjoyed the materials. This highlights 
the need to use age and culturally appropriate materials in research. 
This study examined the narrative discourse characteristics within the LILD young 
adolescent population, while applying more stringent reliability measures. It has provided 
important information regarding the stability of length of story, story information, 
coherence, evaluation, and cohesive adequacy across time. The reliable fmdings in this 
study provided increased knowledge as to what constitutes normal and abnormal 
productions, and how deficits in discourse can be reliably assessed or measured. The 
results can be adopted with confidence as strict reliability measures were employed and 
good inter-rater and intra-rater reliability was found. Furthermore, the results indicated that 
43 of the 45 dependent measures in this study remained stable across the three testing times. 
Theoretically and clinically, the finding that story length, story information, coherence, 
evaluation, and cohesive adequacy (except for the ratio of total number of events to total 
number of words, and explicatives) were stable across time, suggests that LILD young 
adolescents do not need to be tested over time to get a representative narrative discourse 
sample. However, younger children may need testing over three sessions to get a 
representative sample. 
In this study, the examiner observed that both story retelling and generation help the 
speech-language therapist to describe patterns of language use in connected discourse. 
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However, there were several distinctions between the tasks, contributing to the conclusion 
that story retelling is more clinically useful with older children for an assessment of 
narrative discourse ability than story generation. As mentioned previously, discourse 
analysis takes into account the social and cognitive influences that bear upon language 
when used in communication (Smith and Leinonen, 1992). Therefore, the subtle 
difficulties exhibited by the Lll.D young adolescents in this study, suggest that both 
assessment and treatment of language impaired learning disabled young adolescents need to 
focus on discourse. 
Although the examiner was interested in comparing the narrative discourse productions of 
LllD and non-LILD subjects, the study did not look at the variability within groups 
themselves. This led the examiner to overlook the individual variations within this study 
and thus, not taking into account the heterogeneity of both the Lll.D and non-LllD 
population. It must be noted that the results of this study need to be considered in the 
context of its smaIl sample size. Further research is needed using a larger sample size to 
clarify the results found in this study. 
5.2 Implications 
Numerous clinical and future implications have emerged from this study. Clinically, it has 
implications for the assessment and management of language impaired learning disabled 
young adolescents. This study suggests that language impaired learning disabled young 
adolescents still exhibit language difficulties and require therapy. However, the assessment 
and management of these children should shift from language form to language use. This 
study provides guidelines for the assessment and management of these subjects. 
A number of future research implications have emerged from this study. Firstly, given the 
paucity of research on the Lll.D young adolescent population's narrative discourse abilities, 
there is a need for replication and further research in this area Replication is the most 
effective way to determine the reliability and generalis ability of results (Shaver and Norton, 
1980 in Strong and Shaver, 1991), and firmer studies are needed to establish a firmer basis 
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for the use and interpretation of coherence and cohesion. In particular there is a need to 
examine the continuum of language impairments in this population group. Language 
impairment in the learning disabled becomes increasingly subtle and harder to identify with 
age. Knowledge of the way that symptoms of language disability change over time 
provides a basis for evaluating available tests, assessment, and educational placement 
procedures (Wallach and Liebergott, 1984). 
Secondly, it is important that empirical data concerning the use of language sampling 
elicitation and analysis procedures continue to be obtained in an effort to improve the 
efficacy of diagnostic efforts. Further research is needed to identify discourse tasks that 
would capture the subtle difficulties experienced by LILD young adolescents. 
Thirdly, this study highlighted the need to continue to establish valid and reliable indices of 
measurement for narrative ability. 
Other aspects, which could be considered for further examination is the LILD young 
adolescent's performance across different discourse forms, namely expository and 
conversational discourse. Comparisons across discourse forms would permit an 
examination of the actual relationship among various discourse tasks. In addition, further 
investigation is needed on the written narrative discourse abilities in the older LILD 
population group. 
Finally, this study evolved from the investigator's desire to learn more about the continuum 
of language impairments in the language-impaired learning disabled population. It is hoped 
that this study will lead to further research in this area, in order to increase the speech-
language therapists' ability to manage the communication difficulties in learning disabled 
young adolescents. 
'As we learn more about ''who these children are" and "how they develop," we may learn 
more about "how to get them out of trouble." 
(Wallach and Liebergott, 1984: 13) 
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